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Introduction
The purpose of this thesis was to develop a coordi
nated demonstration design program for WHEC-TV, a com
mercial television station in Rochester, New York.
This program involved the creation of a symbol, set for
television news broadcasting and related communication
applications. The new Program developed from their
existing graphic identity. This evolution included the re
view, analysis and redesign of the elements in current
uss. It encompassed an up to date news broadcasting
area and attendant technical requirements.
Research
The major portion of the research was done on a
visual survey basis with reference from two informative
books covering television graphics and production. For
background, local news broadcasting and national network
shows in cities such as luffalo, Syracuse, Loston and
New York, were observed. Uf particular interest was the
stations identity and quality of set design.
Also collected were various examples of promotion
materials from WHEC-TV including an article on the news
team and present set design, tAppendix 1 & 2) The
material suggested a need for new set design to
accompany the well-qualified news team.
The research also included consultations with
Mark Wolf, anchorman for IHEC-TV news. Mr. Wolf was of
great assistance in explaining how a news set is assembled
and also the use of special effects in producing the
news program. Explanation of these devices appears in
the appropriate sequence in the following pages.
Rationale
The primary objective was the development of a
new
graphic identity for the station, to include creation
of a more interesting identity symbol and an improved,
colorful typographic solution.
Elements of Communication Devices
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In addition to the symbol evolution, a major con
cern was its use as an overall station identity element.
The design of the set would incorporate graphic design
and technical considerations.
Analysis of Present Symbol
In evaluating the existing identity it was useful
to examine its positive and negative aspects. (Appendix 3)
Positive Aspects:
1) The lines suggest, to a degree, the line con
version of a television screen.
2) The symbol .is well adapted for use in animation
techniques for station identification.
3) The. symbol presents the most original concept
of any station in the Rochester television area.
Negative Aspects:
1 ) No set pattern is used in its application to
advertisments, station identification and
internal graphics.
2) There appears to be no standard rules of use for
the symbol, it i3 used in any way the occasion
suggests.
3) The basic shape has inconsistent features such
as rounded edges on the numeral zero and sharp
edges on the numeral one. These create a con
tradiction within the symbol.
4j The thin lines extending
on either side and
center oi the ten have no otvious function
other that a space filler. They are just an
extra graphic element.
5) The space between each major line in the symbol
is too small. The space does not appear clearly
when the element is scaled down on the television
screen.
6) The symbol is too complex.
7) There are too many uncontrolled variations of
the symbol. These are modifications of the
original and are attempts to simplify it,
8) There exists no typographic standards for use
with the symbol. Observation has snown three
different type styles have been used with the
symbol.
After this critical analysis, many questions arose.
Whet need is there for the thin lines in the symbol?
Do they relate to the overall symbol?
Can the symbol be made Simpler and more interesting
with changes inside the boundaries of the ten?
Is there a need for added elements to the outside for
attractiveness?
Proposed Changes
The old symbol needed many changes for better
clarity. uppe**ix 3>
1) To increase the symbolic meaning of line to the
television line conversion screen.
2) To eliminate all unnecessary elements and
determine configuration limits.
3) To use a more definite pattern of increasing or
decreasing line intervals.
4) To investigate alternatives to serif or sanserif
type styles in the numerals
"one"
and "zero".
5) To present the symbol in positive and negative,
large and small sizes and with a type face to be
used with all symbol applications.
New Symbol Ration-ale
The new symbol is hot a totally different approach
but an evolution of the existing for*. The new one
is fresh end functional in design with the line , .
quality of the television picture. (Appendix 4)
The Design Proposal
The first consideration was the examination of two
numerical shapes. This was of assistance in designing
the central form. These shapes and design elements formed
a pleasing
symbol for the. station.
After analyzing many types of numerals it was
decided to begin with the "Standard
i-iedium"
typeface.
From this was chosen the figure one with a circular form.
The sketches began with basic line studies as a possible
direction for a line interval. (Appendix 5) Uext were
examined different intervals from very thin lines to
very heavy, circular intervals starting from the center
of the zero and radiating outward and intervals with
outlined solid borders.
The next consideration was the placement of the
two numerals together. Some solutions hindered the
readability of the ten. Also was tried the use of a
circle broken into intervals. The ten was reversed out
of the center line. This test was not a satisfactory
visual solution. (Appendix 5)
Maintaining the interval approach, a connecting
line was used between the bars of the one and zero. In
this series, a circular zero and a figure one with no
top serif was used. The interval pertains to the black
lines increasing in width in one direction and decreasing
white intervals in the opposite direction. After a few
sketches were made using the connecting lines, it was
decided to try an alternative approach. (Appendix 6)
The line caused disturbance in the visual clarity of the
ten. However, the last sketch in this series led to a
new direction. The connecting lines were evenly drawn
across from the bottom of the line in the one to the
line in zero. (Appendix 6)
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This hew phase suggested the making of the area
between the figure one and zero totally black.
(Appendix 6 & 7) This aided the visual impact of
the design. It also helped the ten stand out that
much more as a unit. This impact was due to the
improved interaction of negative and positive space
(figure ground exchange). The investigation of the
line interval continued. There was, in this phase of
the symbol, some portion that had to be removed.
The total black area between the numbers was excessive,
It distracted from the top and bottom of the zero.
A portion of the center black area was removed from
the horizontal bar at the top and bottom line interval,
(Appendix 7)
After'
this redesign, the interval
worked with the figure ground more successfully in
creating a legible figure ten.
The next sketches show many different line
weight studies for this idea. (Appendix 7) The
most successful sketch, shows the black lines of
equal weight and the white lines gradually decreasing
in weight, in both directions from the center.
Following this idea many variations of line weight
were developed.
After analyzing this direction, it was decided
the interval could be lowered.
(Appendix 7) This
meant the white lines would decrease in weight from
the tot tor. to the top and the black lines would
remain equal. A short animation sequence
minimal chances to the symbol.
Symbol Uses, the Animation
The animation would be used as a station
identification device. It began with the idea of
relating the symbol to the time of day. The early
programming would use the new symbol as an image for
morning or sunrise. It would gradually change through
out the day at certain time periods; morning, mid-
morning, noon, afternoon, evening and night.
The animation consists of eight images, each
with different interval configurations. The first
image in the animation is used in the ten for the new
station symbol. The eight images and their changes are
shown in Appendix 8, fcom top to bottom. The images
from one to six, show a change in weight and direction.
The interval in the new symbol gradually raises, bring
ing the darker, reversea-direction image up. Following
this are two mere images which complete the cycle back
to the animation's beginning.
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The animation goes through a full cycle and stops
at the desired image for the time of day. At this
stage, the time and temperature
flash-'
:; underneath




The next consideration was that of color. At
first color was placed within the symbol's white areas.
This created a lack of clarity within the symbol.
(Appendix 10 * 11)
The next color idea used each image in black on
a 6olid color background. This idea became the final
solution. The colors were to range from yellow-orange
for morning, blues for mid-day and greens
for night.
Eventually this color idea was changed
to a rainbow
effect. This allowed the colors to flow more smoothly.
Uppendix 12 & 13)
With color use, the major concern was that they
translate into grey values on black and
white receivers
The grey values
range from light grey to a light,
medium grey, back to light grey.
The grey had to be
light in value, not interfere with the tone of the
symbol .
The aspect of cblor television is sometimes taken
lightly, in its
translation to black and white. The




This book describes the tonal relationship of color
to black and white.
Yellow-light grey
Orange-light tc medium grey
Red-medium grey to sometimes dark grey
Purple-medium to dark grey
Green- " " "
Blue -dark
Deep Elue-almost black
The selection of color, for this program, was
complex. j?or example a full range of colors (depending
upon their density; can all translate to the same
similar greys creating an undesirable monotone.
The color problem was discussed with the staff
at the Media Production Center at Rochester Institute
of Technology. The staff utilizes a chart, prepared
there, which shows colors in relation to grey values.
This chart made possible the specifying of colors in
relation to the pantane Color System, a national color
standards system for printers.
Using a black and white video camera on these
colors made possible the formation of a rainbow of
functional yet pleasing colors. These colors also
held together as needed in the grey tone area.
(Appendix 14)
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With the colors in place, the symbols were
related over their prospective color backgrounds.
lAppendxx 15)
Elements of the Symbol
After the symbol and animation were prepared, the
work on the typography was begun in relationship
to the symbol.
It was important to relate a clean, crisp type
face with the new identity symbol. The choice was a
sams serif type named "Universe 66". After setting
WHEC-TV in this type, it was obvious that the weight
at the bottom of the * and V was too thin. This
caused a visual disturbance. This problem led to the
change of type faces to "Helvetica Medium". The
weight at the bottom of the W and V was thicker and
related more appropriately to the symbol's proportions
{Appendix 1"6)
The type placement is very simple to understand.
The WHSC-TV, is in Helvetica tedium and the address
is done in Helvetica Light. Uppendix 16)
1) The type, WKEC-YV, is placed below and at the
same length as the symbol. The space between the
symbol and type is equal to the height of the symbols
second white line from the bottom.
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2) The type is placed flush to the bottom of the
symbol on the right side. The distance of the
type away from the symbol depends on its
application use.
3) The WHEC-TV plus address is placed in a block
flush left on the right side of the symbol.
This also depends on its application use.
The next element ie color. The basic color for the
printed symbol is to le in black or dark orange.
(lantone 164, Appendix 14) The black symbol would be
used with a series of three color stripes; blue, deep
orange and light orange, with black type. These
colors are in order and selected from Pfcntone colors
306, 164, and 137 frojn the animation sequence. The
dark orange symbol would be accompanied by the type
in black.,
Applications of Type
The next phase in the application of the identity
elements consisted of a letterhead, business card
and envelope. Each was arranged in a clear, functional
way, corresponding
to a unit grid based on 10 point
type. (Appendix 17)
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The letterhead is 8- x 11- size with the symbol
in orange showing the beginning of the body of the
letter. The call letters and address in black
indicating the beginning of the left hand margin.
The envelope is designed in a aimil&t manner
with an orange symbol, The address block is placed :
flush left, in line, to the right of the symbol and
is printed in black. This creates a line which the
envelope address is typed and is placed even with
the symbol.
Finally, the business card has been designed to
>
"
fold one vertically* The outside is printed only with
the orange symbol. The inside is coordinated with
the envelope and letterhead.
Vehicle application of the symbol was considered
next. The units used were a van and four door sedan.
Each vehicle is designed in white with three stripes
of color. (Afpendix H, Pahtone 306, 164 and 157)
These stripes ascend from a base line on each vehicle.
The symbol and call letters are placed in specific
areas for better visibility. (Appendix 18)
The microphone identification is a cube in
which the symbol is a positive image on one side and
a negative image on the alternate side. (Appendix 19)
elft.'-i
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Analysis of Existing Studio Set
The final pha$e involved the redesign of the
station's present news set, The evaluation of the
present set follows; (Appendix 20)
1) Basically, the set takes up too large
an area
in the studio and limits camera movement.
This is vital for a well produced show.
2) The set is on a multi-level platform
which
creates lighting problems.
3) Eech newsman's stand is
small and the table
area for placing reading material is
too
limiting.
4) Because of the
several levels, one person sits
and the others stand. The highest unit is
smaller in height, making the seated person




standards for the set fail to include
monitors or clocks for the commentators.
Their
present location is off the set which creates
extra problems of space
for camera movement.
6) The weather
set presents serious problems. It
has a series of guages which
are never used.
Three maps exist, that show a black film line
from the residue left when the map is cleaned.
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The awkward design creates a gutter that
collects marker ink. The weatherman must push
l each map. This appears awkward on television
and often creates difficulties for the
weatherman*
7) The use of thick shag carpet presents problems
by attracting dirt and showing heavy wear.
8) The present set shows signs of misuse and deterioration
Also paint is chipped from the edges of the
news units.
9) The colors used on the set are visually un
interesting. The overall construction of the set
is in need of updating for more convenience and
efficiency. Even considering these problems, the
set is still the most contempory news
broadcasting unit in rochester television.
Rationale for News Set Design
Working with the television station and consider
ing the real need of production in the news area,
provided a starting point. The opportunity of being
totally involved in the technical aspects necessary
to make a news set work was an excellent experience.
The set x8 used as a mechanical, as well as a graphic
(visual) element.
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A unique and workable design has been created for
television in this area. Working under actual set
conditions, the set was tailored with those standards
in mind.
The set should be interesting, versatile and
stimulating. It must be able to incorporate the
technical elements and function as a total unit.
The graphic element involve the identity symbol,
type and color. The purpose of the set is to function
for the convenience and efficiency of the news
personnel.
The New Design
The basic concept for the new set design was the
use of modular units. This *ould give the station the
flexibility to change the set floor plan period
ically, providing variety for the viewer.
Each unit, with the exception of the weather unit,
is designed to have a built-in television monitor and
digital clock. (Appendix 21) Additional desk space
is provided for scripts, etc. The news and sports units
are designed, based on a cube with rounded corners.
The front corner is to face the camera. Each unit is
provided with a swivel chair on casters.
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The weather unit rotates from one map to the
next. (Appendix 22) It ridts on an"-Inside-track
which allows it to drop into specified grooves, thereby
holding it firm, until it is time to chan*. e maps.
The units are color-coordinated, providing a visual
unity. Each has the. same color stripes as the vehicles.
(Appendix 23)
The symbol is used only on the main unit in the
news set. Cne symbol, with the call letters below,
appears on each side facing the cameras. Tan was
chosen as the base color rather than white. Raw white
is too reflective for the sensitive lens of the
television color cameras. The symbol and type appear
in black above the three color stripes. The other
units will have the color stripes only to act as a
unifying theme for the set.
Special Effects
The news set, designed for more than just visual
effect, is a functional piece of tecnnical equipment.
It involves many different special effect devices.
The cyclorama is a seamless piece of wood or cloth
stretched around the studio to provide a backing for
a production.
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it is used with the Chroma Key electronic process
for television. One camera shot or several camera
shots can be inserted one into another. This is the
process whereby the still and motion pictures are
flashed behind the newscastor.
Another unit is the character generator. This
enables type on the screen to show credits, weather
details, etc. The unit has different ways in which the
type can move, it can roll at varied speeds and move
across the bottom or top of the screen at different
speeds. This effect is known as a crawl. The technical
uses of each part of the set, necessitates
consideration of these requirements as well as good
design on the surface.
Camera Movement & Lighting
Two major parts of the news production include
the camera movement and lighting. There are two
cameras used on the set. Camera one covers the
following areas: (Appendix 24)
1) Area A is Used for the long shots of the
beginning and end. of the news.
2) Area B covers the long and close up shots
for the news unit and special report unit.
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3) Area C covers the long and close up shots of
the Sports unit.
4) Area D covers the crossover shot going
from the newscaster to the weatherman. If the
sportscaster is not at his unit, it can be
moved back so the empty desk is not within
the camera frame.
Camera two covers the following areas:
1) Area A covers the long and close up shots of
the weather.
2) Area B covers the angle shots for the sports
and news units. It also covers the crossover
from news to sports.
These two cameras cover all the angles needed
for the basic shots of the four units.
The next illustration shows the lighting arrange
ments, research is this area was done with the aid of
a book called Television Production.
The Lighting:
1) Row one covers the "back
lighting" (200 foot-
candles; for the highlij-hts or. hair and
shoulders and separates the subject from the
background, The general positions and purpose
for these lights are found on the chart in
Appendik 25.
21




(JOO-200 footcandlesj which emphasize the
dimensions of the set.
3) Row three covers the vA) lights which are
"fill"
lights i 100 footcandles) which soften
the shadows.
The ^B) lights are
"key" lights (.200 footcandles)
that illuminate and model subjects as the
principal source of light.
This lighting plan has been designed to provide
the most effective even lighting for each unit and for
the set as a whole.
Conclusion
The set, graphics and people are thi*ee parts that
make up the television news. This program has been a
great learning experience in television media. Color,
black and white, special effects, lighting, cameras,
graphics and sets are all the minor and yet major
elements that comprise the making of a television
station.
My goal was to work with the television station in
developing a functional news set and graphics to
improve their visual identity to the public.
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The objectives were to develop communication
devices for a television station involving these
standards:
1) Informal appeal to the viewer.
2) Legibility of elements.
3) Timelessness of graphic elements.
4) To devise a workable piece of equipment
(the set) involving the special techniques
for production.
With this work completed, I draw my graduate
work t-o an end, knowing I have met all of my objectives,
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CBS News Correspondents Mike Wallace,
Morley Safer and Dan Rather probe for







They're the hosts with the most.







It's her life in exchange for a captured cop





HMFW PUTS HIS LIFE
ON THE LINE TO SAVE
STOOLIE FROM DEATHr
Police detective Deivecchio tries to help a
police informer go straight. But is he walking
into a baited trap' Judd Hirsch stars, with
Charles Haid.
Hi
ropes. Assignment editor John
Winthrop also shows up on camera
occasionally.
DOREMUS has to be commended
for recognizing the strength of the
women on his staff. During her early
days at the station, Susan Dwyer paid
her dues by working weekends and
covering the marble shooting, baton
twirling kinds of stories. Recently,
when the long-awaited verdict came
down in the Massaro murder case,
Miss Dwyer got the assignment.
Margaret Graham-Smith, who got
her experience on radio news, does a
competent job running Channel 10's
This is the second article in a series




Channel 10 is currently presenting
the most professional television new
scast in Rochester in terms of presen
tation, scope of stories and use of
film.
News director Warren Doremus has
put together a news team with good
balance between experienced people
and energetic newcomers. The size of
the staff allows them the luxury of
going beyond the headline news to do
time-consuming series and feature
stories.
-
Unfortunately TV-10 News isn't
always interesting to watch, primarily
because of the futuristic, sterile news
set the viewers are stuck with
between film clips and the stuffy,
|too-serious tone that is often evident.
Although the set isn't as important as
|the content of a newscast, television is
"Noon"
newscast. She does an excel
lent interview and she has a sense of
humor, which showed up recently in
some fun features she did for the
evening news.
Of course, Wyoma Best is one of
Channel 10's longtime assets both in
reporting ability and her insight into
the problems of minority groups. Her
recent series, "The Black
Dollar,"
was a fascinating report on how
wealthy black people spend their
money.
No doubt the emphasis on series at
Channel 10 news reflects Doremus's
interest in series and documentaries.
Before he became the news director,
Doremus won several awards for his




on the race riots. Although his deliv
ery is ponderous and somewhat fun
ereal, perhaps a carryover from the
old days of broadcasting, Doremus is
some former Rochester basketball
players who are attending Syracuse
University, an interesting local
| sidelight.
Hambleton is the lone meteorologist
I on Rochester television. If you want to
know driving conditions in Tanzania,
the facts could turn up in his forecast
| some night.
Hambleton's opening weather map
I usually looks like a plate of spaghetti
and his detailed reports can be a little
confusing for the average viewer, but
anyone who is planning more than
just driving to and from work proba
bly finds it all helpful. Hambleton
gives the weather report six days a
week, another plus for viewers nor
mally stuck with the weather wire
| reports on weekends.
Weekends are slow news days but,
I given that situation, weekend anchor
man Gabe Dalmuth does a good job.
When he filled in for Wolf during a
recent vacation, Dalmuth proved he's
one of the most promising anchormen
in town.
a visual medium.
Channel 10 indicated awareness of
that by choosing Mark Wolf as
anchorman. Wolf is Rochester's
"pretty"
anchorman, but he has a
smooth delivery and manages to keep
cool. One evening recently "technical
difficulties"
fouled up the film clips
for three stories in a row and Wolf :
carried on unflustered.
THE BACKBONE of the newscast is
the reporting staff. Mike Power is an ;
experienced reporter with a flair for I
hitting the key questions in an
inter- \
view. Power showed his versatility ,
one evening recently when he did a \
hard-news feature on a young man
'
who was abducted from a filling sta- j
tion, and later a sensitive lifestyle
piece on a wino.
David Nolan, the new morning news
anchor, is handling a variety of
stories, as is Ray Levato. Reporter
Michael John is still learning the
a'
first-rate newsman who knows the
community.
A MAJOR criticism of the Channel
10 news team is that zealousness
sometimes carries them over the bor
derline of good taste. An interview
with a badly beaten young man last
year was not only tasteless, but it
indicated bad -hews judgment. The
bleeding and moaning of accident vic
tims does nothing to inform the
viewer.
Sportscaster Richard Funke and
meteorologist John Hambleton round
out the weekday anchorteam. Funke
got his experience on radio, but he
looked comfortable from the first day
he went on television. He can run
through sports scores smoothly
enough, and he adds a lot of interest
for non-sports fans with film and
interviews. Recently he interviewed






































































Every evening at six and eleven PM, TV Ten's news features MarkWolff,
RichardMinke and John Hambleton. The viewer, however, does not alway
get the opportunity to see all these people who gather, report, write, produce
and edit and help present our nightly news... 1 1 reporters, 5 cameramen,
I producer directors, an assignment editor... a team that constitutes Rochester's
largest TV news staff. Their talents, knowledge and experience are just more
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